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SUMMARY

This paper documents recentexperienceswith measuringthe dynamic responsecharacteristics
of a commercial transportand a militarytransportmodel duringfullscaleReynolds number tests

in the National TransonicFacility.Both models were limitedin angle of attackwhile testing

at fullscaleReynolds number and cruiseMach number due to pitchor stallbuffetresponse.

Roll buffet(wing buzz) was observedfor both models at certainMach numbers while testing"

at high Reynolds number. Rollbuffetwas more severeand more repeatableforthe military

transportmodel at cruiseMach number. Miniaturestrain-gagetype accelerometerswere used
forthe firsttime forobtainingdynamic dataas a partofthe continuingdevelopmentofminiature

dynamic measurements instrumentationforcryogenicapplications.This paper presentsthe results
ofvibrationmeasurements obtainedforboth the commercial and militarytransportmodels,and

documents the experiencegainedinthe use ofminiaturestraingage type accelerometers.

INTRODUCTION

Recenttestingofa commercialtransportmodel inthe NationalTransonicFacility(NTF), (see

ref.I)hasdemonstratedthatseverebu_eting(pitchand/or rolloscillations)can occurwhiletesting
at fullscaleReynolds number and associatedhighdynamic pressures.Such buffetingor dynamic

responsephenomena can severelylimitthe testenvelope and pose high riskto the facilityif
model failureshould resultdue to dynamic overload.At present,a realtime model protection

and dynamic and aeroelasticresponsemeasurements and monitoringsystem capabilityisbeing

developedforthe NTF. One elementof the model protectionsystem development activityisto
monitorand obtainmodel vibrationdata intheNTF foruseinsystemcheckoutand model dynamic

responsesimulation.Recently,acommercialand amilitarytransportmodel wereinstrumentedand

monitored duringfullscaleReynolds number testingin the NTF forthispurpose.In additionto

monitoringthe dynamic signalsfrom thestraingageforcebalance(seeref.2),two miniaturestrain

gage type accelerometers(ENTRAN 125 series,seeappendix A) were installedinthe wings ofthe

Douglas/Pathfindercommercialtransportmodel (fig.1)and two in the nosesectionofthe High

Wing Transportmodel,(fig.2).

In thecaseofthe commercialtransport,the accelerometerswere placedinthe wingsforpossible

use inlimitingdynamic loadsifunacceptablyseverebuffetingwas encountered.Sincethiswas the

largesttransportmodel (wingspan) to be testedin the NTF, concern overhigh vibrationloads
was warranted. Unfortunately,therewas no availablespaceforaccelerometerinstallationin the

wings of the militarytransportmodel. Sincethe High Wing Transportmodel had experienced

largeyaw vibrationswhile testingat cryogenictemperaturesduringa previoustunnelentry in
1991,two accelerometerswere installedinthe nosetomonitorpitchand yaw vibration.The large

yaw vibrationsexperiencedby the High Wing Transportmodel duringthe 1991testwere believed
to be due to yaw vibrationofthe model supportsystem (seeref.3).

The objectivesofthispaper areto presentand characterizedynamic dataobtainedfrom testing

the two transportmodels,to presentobservationsrelativeto the models dynamic behaviorunder
varioustestconditions,and to document experiencewith the previouslyuntriedminiaturestrain

gage typeaccelerometerinthe cryogenictestenvironment.

MODELS DESCRIPTION

The commercialand militarytransportmodels monitoredfordynamic responseduringfullscale

Reynolds number testsinthe NTF are describedinthissection.

Douglas/Pathfinder Model

This model utilizedan extendedPathfinderIfuselageand a Douglascommercialtransportwing,

and was testedinthe wing body configurationonly.The model isshown installedinthe NTF in



figure 1. The model was supported by a standard tapered sting and utilized an NTF 113 force
balance. This model has the largest wing span (61.43 inches) of any models previously tested in
the NTF. The wing was constructed of 18 Ni Grade 200 maraging steel while most of the fuselage
is constructed of Nitronic 40 stainless steel, with the exception of the fuselage extension section

which is constructed of 18 Ni maraging grade 200 steel. The 2.426 percent scale model weighs
approximately265 Ib,is60.5inchesinlength,and has 232 pressureorifices.

High Wing Transport Model

The High Wing R_ransportmodel installedintheNTF isshown infigure2.The 2.78percentscale

model has a wing span of approximately 55 inches, is 53.08 inches long and weighs approximately
460 lb. This is the heaviest model by far of any models previously tested in the NTF. The model

has approximately 220 pressure orifices, and is constructed of A286 stainless steel. The model
utilized a standard NTF 113 force balance and was supported on a standard NTF tapered sting.

SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION

Accelerometers

The accelerometers used for these tests are miniature ENTRAN EGA-125 series strain gage
type accelerometershavinga dynamic rangeof 4-100g. These accelerometershad not been used

previouslyin cryogenictestsat NTF but were subjectedto immersion in liquidnitrogenby the
manufacturerand checkedforfunctionability(seeappendix A fordescriptionand calibration).The

accelerometersare quitesmall (0.140in.x 0.140in.crosssectionby 0.27in.high)which make

them adaptableforuse in wind tunnelmodels where volume islimited,e.g.installationin thin

wings. Sincethe accelerationmeasurement axisisnormal to the longitudinalaxis,thistype of
accelerometer is easily installed in small trenches machined in thin wings.

The transport model wind tunnel tests provided an opportunity to test the accelerometers for
cryogenicapplications.Four accelerometerswere procuredand subjectedtoa dynamic calibration

testsequencewhich isshown infigureA-I.Tins testsequencetemperatureprofileisrepresentative

of an operationalcyclein the NTF, i.e.cooldown,soak (test),and warmup. The calibrations

axe given in figuresA-2 and A-3 in terms ofsensitivityas a functionoftemperature.It can be

seen from the figuresthatthe sensitivitychangesare quasilinearwith temperatureforboth the
cooldown and warmup portionsof the cycle.The resultsofcalibrationwere very encouragingin

that the accelerometerssurvivedthe testand sensitivitieswere unchanged at room temperature

aftercryogeniccycling.

Model Installation

Douglas/Pathfinder model.- The accelerometers used for the Douglas/Pathfinder model were

installed in machined slotsin the wing. The leftwing accelerometerwas locatedat wing body

station 18 in. (outboard of fuselage center-line) while the fight wing accelerometer was located
farther outboard at wing body station 22.5 in. These locations gave good measurements for the
wing vibration modes of interest, with the exception of the 2rid wing bending asymmetric mode at
67 Hz, where the left wing accelerometer ws8 located very near a node point.

The accelerometers were encased in plastic tubing and bonded in place with the wiring being
routed through tubing which was installed by the model manufacturer especially for these tests.
This provides for a clean installation and avoids having to route and bond the accelerometer wires
in trenches machined in the wing which can result in wire breakage due to installation, thermal
cyclingand/or mechanicalloading.

Hil_hWin_ TransportModel,.-Since no provisionswere made. initially,for installationof ac-
celerometersinthe High Wing Transportmodel,two ofthe unltswere installedinthe nosesection.



Unfortunately,theonly availablespaceforinstallationwas on the angleof attack(AOA) sensing

unitwhich isheated.The AOA sitsforwardofthe electronicscanningpressuremeasurement (ESP)

modules which are alsoheated.The accelerometerswere encasedin plastictubing,bonded to a

bracketon the top surfaceoftheAOA unit,and orientedto measureaccelerationsinthe pitchand

yaw directions.A thermocouplewas installedon the AOA unitnearthe accelerometersinorderto

monitor temperature.Unfortunately,thisthermocouplewas unavailableduringthe latterpartof

the testso a thermocouplelocatedneartheESP module was usedtoestimatetemperaturechanges
forthe accelerometers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presentation and discussion of dynamic response data for the two transport models are provided
in this section. Both models were tested in the air mode (low Reynolds number) and in the cryogenic
mode (flight or full scale Reynolds number) for various Mach numbers and a variety of configurations
(aileron deflection angles, etc.). Although dynamic data were recorded for both models for many
high Reynolds number run conditions, only a few examples of the data are provided for discussion

purposes.

Douglas/Pathfinder Model

In general the dynamic response of the Douglas/Pathfinder model was characterized by roll and
pitch oscillations encountered at various Reynolds number and Mach number conditions, with angle
of attack being limited to about 5 ° or less at high Reynolds number, high Mach number, and high
dynamic pressure conditions. The most severe oscillations were observed at Mach 0.8 at a Reynolds
number of 30 million based on the mean aerodynamic chord.

An example frequency spectrum for the Douglas/Pathfinder model accelerometers response is
provided in figure 3. The data provide an excellent dynamic signature of the model, i.e. the
fundamental structural mode frequencies (shown on the frequency scale) correspond to the peak
values in the spectra and compare well with the modal frequencies prodded in table B-I, except
for the response peak at 270 Hz which happens to be the operating frequency of the pitch system
pump. It should be noted that the amplitudes shown on the frequency spectra plots provided
herein are ILMS values of the time domain response. In general, peak values of the response can

be approximated by multiplying the peak value shown on the spectrum by V_ if the time domain
signal is a pure sinnsoid. If however, the time domain signal is random in character, e.g. narrow
band random, a more conservative approximation is to multiply the spectrum peak amplitude by
a factor of 3.

The first example data for run 198, at Mach 0.80, 30 million Reynolds number and dynamic
pressure of 1900 psi are given in figure 4. Significant pitch oscillations were encountered at 4.5 °
angle of attack, apparently due to pitch or stall buffet response. The magnitudes of the balance
loads associated with these vibrations were large enough to trip the tunnel safety interlock which

brought the model to the home position (0 angle of attack). The NTF has the capability for rapidly
reducing model loads through the wind tunnel interlock trip system. The interlocks provide the
capability to simultaneously trip the tunnel drive system, fail safe the inlet guide vanes upstream of
the fan to rapidly reduce dynamic pressure, and bring the model pitch system to a preprogrammed
home position (usually zero angle of attack) at a rate of about 3 degrees per sec. References to
tripping the tunnel safety interlock in this paper refers to actuating this system. Most trips for
the models discussed in this paper used only the pitch to home capability, either manually or
automaticaUy actuated. Pitch oscillations at high angles of attack and high dynamic pressures are
common occurrences in wind tunnel testing, with mnplitude generally dependent upon dynamic

pressure. Unfortunately the gains for run 198 were set too high on the normal force and pitching
moment channels which resulted in signal saturation. The peak displacement amplitude associated



with the 6.5Hz oscillationwasapproximately0.5 in. peakto peak.Notefrom figure 4 that the

pitching moment was greater than 10,000 in-lbs which is approaching the full scale design value of
13,000 in-lbs for the NTFoll3 balance.

By far the most interesting dynamic response condition for this model was run 211 at the same
Mach number and Reynolds number (Note: for run 198, the wing fuselage configuration was tested
whereas for run 211 the configuration was wing/fuselage, with flap track fairings, nacelle/pylon and
asymmetric aileron settings). Significant vibrations were encountered during run 211 (Mach 0.80)
at a -_ 4.5 °. The frequency spectra given in figure 5 for the accelerometers located in the wings
show a strong response in roll (19-20 Hz), as well as oscillation components of 1st sting bending

(6.25 Hz); and low level wing bending mode responses at 47 Hz, 144 Hz and 183 Hz. The videotape
for this run show_ a complex motion associated with pitching, yawing and rolling motion, which
is composed primarily of the 6.5 Hz (lst sting bending) and 20 Hz (roll) mode as evidenced by the
frequency spectra for various balance channels shown in figure 5. A further examination of this
motion in the time domain is provided in figures 6 and 7. Unfortunately the signals were saturated

on the pitching moment and rolling moment channels as indicated in figure 6. It can be seen in
figure 6 that the outboard accelerometer experienced >10 g, with the balance pitching moment
exceeding 2000 in-lb, roll moment exceeding 5000 in°lb, and yaw moment peaks at approximately
8000 in-lb. This high loading condition on the balance was sufficient to trip the pitch system
interlock, which was triggered either manually by a test engineer or automatically by the Critical
Point Analyzer (CPA). The CPA scales and sums normalized signals from the Balance Dynamic
Display Unit (BDDU), which monitors the six strain gage balance output channels, and provides
visual and audible alarms if preset limit loads are exceeded. See reference 2 for a detailed discussion
of these systems. The amplitude associated with the 20 Hz roll/yaw mode at the wing tip for run 211
is estimated to be in excess of 1.0 in. peak to peak based on the outboard accelerometer response.
Since the mode of vibration is primarily rigid body, the stress levels associated with the inertial
and aerodynamic loadings were most likely low compared to the structure allowables (see ref. 1).

In summary, significant vibrations in pitch and roll were encountered for the Donglas/Pathfinder
model. In general, oscillations appeared to be more severe while running at Mach 0.8 at 30 million
Reynolds number. The mechanism for exciting the model is not known but is likely due to flow
separation over the wing lifting surfaces resulting in either roll or pitch buffet dynamic response
(see ref. 1).

High Wing Transport Model

The High Wing Transport model dynamic response was also characterized by roll and pitch
oscillations particularly at full scale Reynolds number (40 million based on mean aerodynamic
chord) and Mach 0.?7. The model was much more prone to roll buffet (buzz), than the
Douglas/Pathfinder Model particularly at Mach 0.77. The dynamic behavior in pitch was similar
to the Douglas/Pathfinder model in that the pitch oscillations were primarily associated with the
1st sting bending mode at about 6.5 Hz, which limited angle of attack to about 5.3 ° at the higher
Mach numbers. However, the model did not experience large oscillations in the yaw plane which
had been observed in an earlier test (1991) after the tunnel had been cold soaked for 1 to 2 days.
The oscillations observed in the earlier test were believed to be associated with the model support

system vibration (see ref. 3).

Since the earlier test of the High Wing Transport model in 1991, a new material "Vespel" has
been installed on the pitch system arc sector bearing pads (pucks). This material has a low friction
coe$cient which allows the bearing clearances to be set at zero (at room temperature) which in
turn reduces the "slop" or looseness of the arc sector. The tightening of clearances on the bearings
appears to have contributed to attenuation of the vibrations observed in earlier tests of the model.
See reference 3 for a discussion of the effects of bearing or puck clearance on yaw vibration response.



The High Wing Transportmodel vibrationmodes and frequenciesare providedin tableB-II.

Comparison of the naturalmodes and frequenciesofthe two models (tablesB-I and B-If)shows

the High Wing Transportmodel frequenciesto be slightlylowerforstingbendingand considerably

higherforwing bendingmodes, asexpected.However, notethatthepredominantlyrigidbody roll
modes measured forboth models are verynearlythe same, i.e.20-23 Hz. This particularmode

appears to be common to allthe largetransportmodels thathave been testedin NTF (seee.g.,

ref.I)and seems tobe themode most oftenexcitedatfullscaleReynolds number conditions,with

the exceptionofpitchbuffetathighanglesofattack.This rollmode involvesthe interactionofthe
rollinertiaofthe model with the balancerollspring.The pitchbuffetmode ispredominantlythe

firststingbendingmode responseat highanglesofattack,apparentlydue to flowseparationwith

amplitudegenerallyproportionalto dynamic pressureand isreferredto as pitchor stallbuffetfor

discussionpurposes.

For the High Wing Transportmodel test,the accelerometerswere locatedin the nose section

very nearthe centerline,such thatrollingmotions and wing elasticmode responsecould not be
measured as was done forthe Donglas/Pathfindermodel. Dynamic data from the accelerometers

and the forcebalance are providedto characterizethe responseand amplitudeat differenttest

conditions.

Frequencyspectraareprovidedinfigures8and 9 fortheaccelerometerand forcebalanceresponse
fora run atMach 0.74and angleofattackofapproximately4.9°.These data weretaken atornear
a time when thetunnelinterlockwas trippedeithermanually orautomaticallydue topitchbuffet.

The predominantfrequenciesofthe responseare6.5Hz (Iststingbending),13 Hz (modelpitching

on balance)and 20 Hz (roll/yawmode). Time domain data forthisrun areprovidedinfigureI0
forthe two accelerometers,normal forceand pitchingmoment. Unfortunatelynormal forceand

pitchingmoment channelsweresaturatedsuchthatdynamic amplitudeisknown tohave exceeded
500 Ibnormal forceand 4000 in-lbpitchingmoment. Thiswas one ofthe earlyencountersofpitch

buffetforthismodel whilerunninginthe cryogenicmode, withdynamic motionsconsideredto be
wellwithinstructurallimits.

A more interestingsetofdataareprovidedinfigures11 through 16,takenfrom run numbers 72

and 77 which clearlyillustratethe rollbuffet(buzz)oscillationthatwas consistentlyencountered

whilerunning at Mach 0.77at fullscaleReynolds number. The frequencyspectraprovidedin

figure11 forthe two accelerometersand rolland yaw moment show the dominant responseto be
at 20 Hz which isthe rollbuffetmode consistingof predominantlyrollmotion with some pitch

and yaw motion present.The associatedtime domain responseforthe rolland yaw moment is

providedinfigures12 and 13. Note thatforthisrun the rollresponseisa puresinusoidatconstant
frequency(indicatingrolllock-in)with a peak valueof about 8640 in-lb,whilethe yaw moment

isnarrow band with a peak valueofabout 5530 in-lb(seefig.13).These compare with fullscale

designvaluesof 8989 in-lband 6480 in-lbforthe rolland yaw moment channelsrespectivelyfor
the NTF 113 balance.Similarplotsareprovidedin figures14 through 16 forrun 77 at Mach 0.77

which resultedinan interlocktripon the pitchsystemat an angleofattackofapproximately4.3°.

Ingeneral,rollbuffet(wingbuzz)was encounteredon everyrun at Mach 0.77(includinginverted
runs)at fullscaleReynolds number. The pointof onsetand lock-in(constantfrequency)was a

functionof angleofattackand usuallybegan tooccur at about 4 degreesangleofattack.

Accelerometer Performance

Upon installationand checkoutinthe Douglas/Pathfindermodel,the accelerometerswere found

to be quitenoisywith the deviceresonancefrequencyof 1500 Hz showing up very stronginthe

acquiredsignals.A low pass filterwas used to filterout the high frequencynoise. The two
accelerometersinstalledinthe Douglas/Pathfindermodel seemed to work wellduringthe testin

airand atcryogenictemperatures.Afterthe Douglas/Pathfindertestcompletion,one ofthe units

5



wasinstalledinthe High Wing Transportforfurthertestingwhiletheotherunitwas subjectedto
a post-testdynamic calibration(seefig.A-l).However, the unitsentout forcalibrationshowed a
very large DC bias and was returned to the manufacturer for evaluation.

During installation in the High Wing Transport model, one of the units, which had been setting
on the shelf after initial calibration, was found to have an open bridge. This unit was dropped
during initial installation in the Douglas/Pathfinder but subsequently checked out O.K. and put
on the shelf for the High Wing Transport test. This unit was also returned to the manufacturer.
The two remaining units were used for the High Wing Transport test and a post-test calibration
was performed. One of these units was found to have a large DC bias (,,_5 volts) which rendered

it unacceptable for further use. The fourth unit was successfully calibrated with the changes in
sensitivity versus temperature comparing very well with that shown in the upper graph of figure A-
3. The failure of 3 out of 4 of the miniature accelerometers suggests that for the present design,
the devices are not viable for extended use in the NTF cryogenic environment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Dynamic response data from the Douglas/Pathfinder and High Wing Transport models tested
in the NTF are presented and discussed in this paper. The dynamic behavior of both models

was characterizedby rolland pitchbuffetoscillationswhiletestingat fullscaleReynolds number

and high Mach numbers. The High Wing Transportmodel was more prone to rollbuffet(buzz)
particularlyat Mach 0.77and fullscaleReynoldsnumber. Both modelswerelimitedtoaround 5.5°

angleof attackor lesswhen testingat highdynamic pressures.Such oscillationsare not unique

tothe NTF but aremore severe,due to thehighdynamic pressures,when testingcryogenicallyat

fullscaleReynolds number. The mechanism forexcitingthe modelsisnot known but most likely
isassociatedwith flowseparation(buffet),and similaroscillationshave been observed on other
transportmodels previouslytestedinthe NTF.

Largeyaw planeoscillationsobservedfortheHigh Wing Transportmodel duringan earlierentry
in 1991,when the tunnelwas coldsoakedfor1 to 2 days,were not observedforthistestunder

similartestconditions.The absenceoflargeyaw vibrationsforthistestmay be due to the use of
a new bearingsurfacematerialforthe arcsectorpucks which allowsforzeroclearancebetween the

arcsectorand bearingpads.

As apartofdevelopmentofcryogenicdynamic instrumentationforuseinNTF models,miniature

straingagetypeaccelerometerswereinstalledinboth models.Although theaccelerometerssurvived

the dynamic calibrationand appear to have repeatablesensitivitychangeswith temperature,the

operationalexperienceto date(3out of4 failures)raisesa number ofquestionsas totheirviability
forextended use in the NTF environment.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION, CALIBRATION SEQUENCE AND SENSITMTIES
FOR ENTRAN 125 SERIES ACCELEROMETERS

Specifications for the ENTRAN 125 series miniature accelerometers used for the tests described
in this paper are available from the manufacturer. The accelerometers are very small, 0.14 in. by
0.14 in. cross section and 0.27 in. high. The accelerometers are strain-gage type with semi-conductor
circuitry. The devices used for these tests did not employ a temperature compensating module and

had a dynamic range of 4-100 g. The accelerometer calibration test sequence is shown in figure A-1
which is designed to represent a typical operational cycle in the NTF. The accelerometer sensitivities
obtained at low temperatures are provided in figures A-2 and A-3. Note that the measured changes
in sensitivity of all the devices were quasi linear with temperature during cool-down and warm-up

cycles.
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APPENDIX B

NATURAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS

Modal test data are presented in this appendix. Natural vibration mode shapes and frequencies
were obtained via a modal survey or wind-off vibration test. These data are normally obtained
for most NTF model systems and are needed to evaluate, identify and analyze the model system
dynamic response during testing. Also these data are used to strategically locate instrumentation

to properly monitor vibration modes, particularly for the wing.

The modal survey for the Douglas/Pathfinder model was performed after installation in the wind
tunnel test section. The High Wing Transport vibration test was conducted in the model assembly
bay, which is representative of the actual wind tunnel installation. The natural vibration data were
acquired with a Modal Analyzer System which provides a tabulated set of mode shapes, frequencies
and damping data, and displays of the animated mode shapes. A summary of mode frequencies
and brief description of mode shapes is provided in tables B-I and B-II for the Douglas/Pathfinder
and High Wing Transport models respectively.

The first sting bending mode frequencies (pitch plane) for the High Wing Transport and
Douglas/Pathfinder model systems range from 7.2 to 7.5 Hz. The High Wing Transport first
bending mode is slightly lower due to the model being heavier than the Douglas/Pathfinder model.
Both models have roll/yaw (predominantly roll) modes at 20-23 Hz. This mode is basically a
rigid-body mode involving the model roll inertia and the force balance torsional (roll) spring. The
roll or roll/yaw mode shape and frequency seems to be common to all large transport models tested
in the NTF (see e.g. ref. 1). This mode is often times excited when testing at full scale Reynolds
number and seems to be associated with flow separation over the wing (ref. 1). The other mode(s)
typically excited at large angles of attack due to pitch or stall buffet are the first sting bending
mode and the model pitching on the balance (see section on Discussion of Results).
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TableB-I. Douglas/PathfinderMeasured Mode Shapes and Frequencies

Mode Prequency, Hz Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
?
8
9

6.4
7.5

11.7
18.5
23
47
66.7

143.6
177.2

Sting yaw
Sting pitch
Yaw, sting/balance
Pitch, sting/balance
Roll, balance

Wing bending, tip torsion (sym.)
Wing bending, tip torsion (asym.)
2nd wind bending (sym.)
2nd win_ bendin_ (as),m.)

12



Table B-II

High Wing Transport Mode Shapes and Frequencies

Frequency, Hz

MODE WITH NACELLE WITHOUT NACELLE DESCRIPTION

I 7.22 Hz 7.458 Hz Ist Bending

2 11.934 12.225 Ba1. Beam Yaw

3 13.087 13.128 Bal. Beam Pitch

4 20.02 21.810 Bal. Beam Roll

WING MODES

MODE WITH NACELLE WITHOUT NACELLE

I 72.651Hz 75.838 Hz

2 101.977 -

109.288

144.723

166.884

212.105

216.748

115.239

221.789 210.467/
239.574

244.42

Sym.

Nac.

DESCRIPTION

Wing Bending

26 Winglet Y
29

2nd Wing Bending

Nac. 26 Winglet Z
29

Wlnglets

Nac. 27 (Z)
28

Nac. 27 & 28
Phase

Winglets

Winglets

In

Nac. 27 & 28 out of

Phase

13
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